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Hotspots in climate change and human health
Jonathan A Patz, R Sari Kovats

The health effects of climate change will affect vulnerable low income populations first, and this review provides convincing evidence of the public health importance of monitoring hotspots of climate change and health.

Is climate change a serious threat to health? According to the most recent international assessments it unquestionably is, although its impact depends on where you live, your age, access to health care, and your public health infrastructure.1–4 Arguably, climate change is one of the largest environmental and health equity challenges of our times; wealthy energy consuming nations are most responsible for the emissions that cause global warming, yet poor countries are most at risk. In a globalised world, however, the health of populations in rich countries is affected as a result of international travel, trade, and human migration. Mapping “hotspots” of ecological risk has proved to be a useful construct for prioritising and focusing resources to stem the threat of losing biodiversity. Similarly, identifying hotspots in climate change and human health may help public health practitioners in anticipating and preventing any additional burden of disease.

Methods
We reviewed major findings from reports published by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the National Research Council, the World Health Organization, and the UN Environment Programme.1–4

Identifying vulnerable regions
The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its assessment considered which areas or populations are vulnerable to the health impacts of climate change:
- Areas or populations in or bordering on regions with high endemicity of diseases that are sensitive to climate (for example, malaria)
- Areas with an observed association between epidemic disease and extremes of weather (for example, epidemics linked to the El Niño weather pattern)
- Areas at risk from several climate impacts relevant to health (for example, stress on food and water supplies, risk of coastal flooding)
- Areas at risk from concurrent environmental or socioeconomic stresses and with little capacity to adapt (for example, local stresses from practices in the use of land or impoverished or undeveloped health infrastructure)

According to the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the vulnerability of human populations and natural systems to climate change will vary greatly across regions. Changes in seasonal river flows, increases in floods and droughts, decreased food security, and loss of biodiversity especially are of concern for parts of Africa, Latin America, and Asia. Particularly vulnerable regions include delta regions, low lying small island states, and many arid regions where drought and availability of water are problematic even without climate change.1

Summary box
Health effects from climate change will stem from altered temperatures, extremes of precipitation (floods and droughts), air pollution, and infectious diseases

Although risk may be low compared with current acute health crises, the attributable burden of such a widespread global phenomenon may be quite high

Any region or population with concurrent environmental or socioeconomic stresses will be at risk

Long term disease surveillance must be maintained or established in suspected hotspots of climate change and health risks to enhance detection and prevention of disease

Clinicians should recognise these changing risks and can serve as role models for responsible citizens living in societies consuming natural resources at an unsustainable level
We performed a qualitative comparison of the conditions resulting from climate change and its environmental impacts across the above four reports. For each of these reports and extensive review of the literature had been conducted, and conclusions arose from an expert judgment process and peer review. Having participated in three of four of these assessments, we identified categories of risk conditions and geographical hotspots to guide monitoring for potential change in diseases related to climate.

Recent and projected climate change

According to the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, evidence of recent warming is building. Since the late 1950s, the global average surface temperature has increased by 0.6 °C, snow cover and ice extent have diminished; during the past century, the sea level has risen on average by 10-20 cm and the extent have diminished; during the past century, the years.

Although climate warming and changes in precipitation are expected to affect higher latitudes disproportionately, hotspots in health and climate change will occur where human populations are already at risk from climate extremes (such as drought induced famine or flooding) and lack adequate health infrastructure. Such vulnerable hotspots may therefore not necessarily coincide with areas that are experiencing the greatest change in climate. For any given vulnerable region, adverse health effects will generally occur in poor populations that have little capacity to adapt, predominantly in the tropics and sub-tropics.

Impacts of climate change will occur in the context of other environmental and socioeconomic pressures. For example, heavy precipitation can more readily cause dangerous flooding in areas denuded of forests. Localised warming can be intensified in sprawling cities through the “urban heat island” effect. The impact of increases in extreme rainfalls will be exacerbated by impervious road surfaces and inadequate drainage, making cities more prone to flooding. Impacts on food resources will compound current overharvesting of fisheries and intensive animal production.

Mapping hotspots of climate change and health

The strategy of mapping hotspots has been used by conservationists to choose locations to which to apply limited resources so that the world’s biodiversity is best preserved. Impacts do, however, occur at the local level, and identifying vulnerable regions or countries does not account for diverse regional texture.

Hotspot 1—heat waves or air pollution

This kind of hotspot consists of geographically expanding or sprawling cities, replacing vegetation with surfaces retaining heat. Also cities with poor quality housing that currently experience an urban heat island effect, and cities that have topography that gives rise to stagnant air masses and summer pollution are at risk (for example, Santiago and Mexico City).

Mortality generally increases at both high and low temperatures above and below an optimum temperature value. Populations in warmer regions tend to be sensitive to low temperatures, and populations in colder climates are sensitive to heat. Vulnerability to heatwaves is driven by socioeconomic factors such as poor housing. Cities in developing countries may therefore be more vulnerable to heatwaves, although little research has been done in these countries. Elderly people and people with pre-existing illnesses are disproportionately affected. Mortality is primarily due to cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, and respiratory disease. A heatwave in Chicago in 1995 caused 514 heat related deaths (12 per 100 000 population).

The urban heat island effect, whereby urban areas experience higher and nocturnally sustained temperatures owing to the concentration of heat retaining surfaces (for example, asphalt and tar roofs), can amplify general warming trends.

Increased ambient temperature and altered patterns of wind and air mass can affect chemistry in the atmosphere. Temperature and the formation of ozone at ground level (photochemical urban smog) are related: a strong positive relation with temperatures above 32°C has been observed in some US cities. Ozone can heighten the sensitivity of people with asthma to allergens and contribute to the development of asthma in children. The impact of climate change on the future frequency of episodes of air pollution during the summer in a given city remain highly uncertain.

Hotspot 2—sea level rise

This type of hotspot consists of settlements on low lying deltas or coral atolls and coastal megacities (such as Cairo, Egypt). After a rise in sea level, widespread flooding, intrusion of salt water, and coastal erosion are expected in low lying coastal settlements. The number of people at risk from flooding by coastal storm surges is projected to increase from the current 75 million to 200 million in a scenario of mid-range climate changes, in which a rise in the sea level of 40 cm is envisaged by the 2080s. Countries such as Vietnam, Egypt, Bangladesh, and small island nations would be especially vulnerable.

Coastal communities may experience forced migration of populations. Thirteen of the world’s 20 current megacities are situated at sea level. Rising seas could result in salination of coastal freshwater aquifers and disrupt stormwater drainage and sewage disposal. Nicholls and Leatherman showed that the extreme case of a rise of one metre in the sea level could inundate low lying areas, affecting 18.6 million people in China, 13 million in Bangladesh, 3.5 million in Egypt, and 3.3 million in Indonesia. Considering the health burden experienced by refugees and populations subjected to overcrowding, lack of shelter, and competition for resources, the problems presented by displaced populations may turn out to be the largest public health challenge regarding the global health effects of climate change. Conflict may be one of the worst results emerging from such forced migration.
Temperature may affect their survival and growth. Pathogens (such as cryptosporidia and giardia), and can alter the transport and dissemination of microbial agents, heavy rainfall and runoff influences the transport of other microbial and toxic agents from agricultural fields, human septic systems, and toxic dumps. Rainfall can alter the transport and dissemination of microbial pathogens (such as cryptosporidia and giardia), and temperature may affect their survival and growth.

**Hotspot 3—flooding**
This type of hotspot consists of regions prone to river flooding, such as Central America, Europe, South Asia, and China. Specific watersheds in many countries throughout the world would be affected. Climate change may increase the risk of flooding of rivers. Immediate effects are largely death from drowning and injuries caused by being swept against hard objects. Medium term effects include increases in communicable diseases caused by ingestion of contaminated water (for example, cholera or hepatitis A) and contact with flood waters (for example, leptospirosis). Outbreaks of leptospirosis, a bacterial zoonosis, occurred after floods in Nicaragua and Brazil. In Bangladesh in 1988, watery diarrhoea in a population displaced by floods was the most common cause of death for all age groups under 45, followed by respiratory infection. In Bangladesh, settlement of populations in high risk areas such as floodplains and river deltas increases vulnerability.

Immediate effects are largely death from drowning and injuries caused by being swept against hard objects. Medium term effects include increases in communicable diseases caused by ingestion of contaminated water (for example, cholera or hepatitis A) and contact with flood waters (for example, leptospirosis). Outbreaks of leptospirosis, a bacterial zoonosis, occurred after floods in Nicaragua and Brazil. In Bangladesh in 1988, watery diarrhoea in a population displaced by floods was the most common cause of death for all age groups under 45, followed by respiratory infection. In Bangladesh, settlement of populations in high risk areas such as floodplains and river deltas increases vulnerability.

Heavy rainfall and runoff influences the transport of other microbial and toxic agents from agricultural fields, human septic systems, and toxic dumps. Rainfall can alter the transport and dissemination of microbial pathogens (such as cryptosporidia and giardia), and temperature may affect their survival and growth.

**Hotspot 4—drought and malnutrition**
This kind of hotspot consists of areas currently experiencing food insecurity and risk of drought, together with a lack of resources to import food (for example southern and eastern Africa, parts of Latin America, and central Asia). The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change projects a reduction in crop yields in most tropical and subtropical regions caused by mid-continental droughts. Some crops in tropical locations would be decimated because many are already grown in climate conditions near their maximum temperature tolerance. Africa and parts of Latin America are considered to be the most vulnerable regions.

Decreased availability of water as a result of climate change could affect populations in the subtropics where water is already scarce. Currently about a third of the world’s population (1.7 billion people) live in water stressed countries, and that number is projected to increase to 5 billion people by 2025. Decreases in annual average streamflow are anticipated in central Asia and southern Africa, and the food supply may be affected. Politically inflexible regimes can exacerbate climate crises, as may have occurred during the recent severe drought in North Korea. Despite technological advances such as improved crop varieties and irrigation systems, agricultural productivity depends largely on weather conditions. According to the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 790 million people in developing countries are malnourished. Nearly half the populations of countries in central, southern, and eastern Africa are already undernourished, and these regions are highly vulnerable. In addition, diarrhoea and diseases such as scabies, conjunctivitis, and trachoma are associated with poor hygiene and result from a breakdown in sanitation if water resources become depleted.

**Hotspot 5—El Niño effects**
This hotspot consists of regions that experience weather extremes associated with the El Niño weather pattern (for example, Peru and Ecuador for floods; southern Africa, Indonesia, and Malaysia for drought; and some areas for epidemics of infectious disease, such as malaria in Punjab or cholera in Bangladesh). Some evidence shows that stronger or more frequent El Niño events may accompany global warming (fig 1).

Climate change is likely to lead to greater extremes of drying and heavy rainfall and increases the risk of droughts and floods that occur with El Niño in many regions. Studies have shown that the El Niño cycle in certain areas is associated with changes in the risk of diseases transmitted by mosquitoes, such as malaria and dengue fever, and diseases caused by arboviruses other than dengue virus. The risk of malaria in areas in South America, Central Asia, and Africa has been shown to be sensitive to variability in climate driven by El Niño. In Peru, more children develop diarrhoeal disease when temperatures are high, and admissions during the El Niño of 1997-8 increased appreciably.

**Fig 1** El Niño and warm episodes in December-February (a) and in June-August (b).

**Fig 2** Areas vulnerable to malaria in the African highlands.
In Southeast Asia, episodes of hazardous air pollution from fires in Indonesia were related to drought conditions connected with El Niño.30

Hotspot 6—highland malaria

This kind of hotspot consists of areas situated at the fringe of regions where malaria is endemic (for example, East Africa). Vectorborne diseases, such as malaria and dengue fever, are generally more influenced by ambient conditions than are diseases passed directly from human to human. Arthropods—such as mosquitoes, ticks, and fleas—are cold blooded and therefore sensitive to subtle changes in temperature and humidity. Populations of non-human mammalian hosts, such as rodents, are affected by conditions of their habitat and the weather. But temperature is only one of the many factors that determine the dynamics of transmission (see table A on bmj.com).31

International environmental policy and ethical implications

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is the international legal mechanism under which national governments are responsible for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, with the aim of avoiding, postponing, or reducing the environmental, economic, and social impacts of climate change. The convention was adopted at the earth summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, and at its third session in Kyoto in December 1997 governments from developed countries committed themselves to legally binding restrictions on their emissions under the newly established Kyoto protocol. Governments must now resolve many highly contentious political issues, including “supplementarity” (the extent to which rich countries must control domestic emissions rather than paying for controls abroad) and penalties for non-compliance. This year, all 15 member states of the European Union ratified the Kyoto protocol, and it is hoped that other developed countries will follow this lead. Meanwhile, in the United States, California became the first state to link car emissions directly to global warming, under pioneering legislation that could eventually lead to far reaching change across the country.

The way in which climate factors influence the transmission of malaria is more likely to become obvious in environmental fringe areas such as highlands or desert borders. Many of the highland regions in Africa that are surrounded by lowland areas where malaria is endemic are densely populated. Small changes in the distribution of malaria may therefore expose large numbers of people to infection. Some malaria epidemics in the African highlands have been associated with abnormally warm or wet weather conditions.32 The areas of the highlands of Africa that are currently free of malaria therefore represent an ecological zone of special concern, where the distribution of malaria may potentially be affected by climate warming (fig 2).32 33

The way forward

Medical practitioners can consider these hotspots of climate change and health as a guidepost for understanding populations and people at most risk from climate change (fig 3). Doctors’ awareness of current health needs in their region is the key to identifying potential health problems that can be exacerbated by more extreme climate variability and long term climate change. Disease monitoring in such hotspots is a priority in order to prevent further health problems.

Many options for limiting greenhouse gas emissions are available in the short and medium term. Policy makers can encourage energy efficiency and other climate friendly trends in the supply and consumption of energy. Key consumers of energy...
include industries, homes, offices, vehicles, and farms. Efficiency can be improved in large part by providing an appropriate economic and regulatory framework for consumers and investors. This framework should promote cost effective actions, the best current and future technologies, and "no regrets" solutions (such as reducing urban air pollution while meeting greenhouse gas reduction targets) that make economic and environmental sense irrespective of climate change. As advisers and role models, doctors can change their practices and lifestyles—for example, by commuting by bike rather than car or by installing energy efficient lights in their offices.

Efficiency and equity

The United States contains 5% of the total population of the world yet produces 25% of total annual emissions of greenhouse gas. This discrepancy exemplifies the ethical implications posed by climate change. A country's ability to cope with the impacts of climate change depends on its wealth, technology, and general infrastructure.

Impoverished populations in the developing world do not have the industry, transportation, or intensive agriculture that cause global warming, yet they have limited capacity to protect themselves against the adverse consequences. In this way, climate change is one of the largest challenges of our times for environmental and health equity. If developing nations do not choose development pathways using more efficient energy technology, the imbalance of "equity" may be lessened—but the global warming problem will be exacerbated greatly.
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Endpiece

The final temptation

Medical science has oppressed us with a huge new burden of longevity. It is in that last undesired decade, when passion is cold, appetites feeble, curiosity dulled and experience has begotten cynicism, that accidia lies in wait as the final temptation to destruction. Evelyn Waugh (1903-66) in the *Sunday Times*, 7 January 1962

Submitted by Fred Charatan, retired geriatric physician, Florida